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Experiences reimagined 
in 2020: 
A guide for brands to navigate 
experience solutions 



Welcome to Imagination’s 
guide to Experiences in 2020 
and beyond

The immediate impact of COVID-19 has driven a need 
for the marketing industry to seek more innovative ways 
of delivering against client’s objectives.

 In a few short months,  we have adapted our Experience 
offering to enable continued delivery for clients  
through a combination of ideas, innovation and safe 
practice.

Responding to the COVID-19 crisis effectively requires  
bold thinking and bravery  from both the agency and 
brand-side and this is especially true in the world of live 
experiences.

Experiences will always be emotional, human-led but 
they  have changed.

We believe that reimagining the possibilities for 
experiences has enabled us to deliver quality results 
during the pandemic and to help businesses navigate 
the future of experiences in a new, safety-regulated  post 
COVID-19 world.  

Image from The Guardian
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Rethinking the value of 
experiences

Experiences have always had the potential to be 
transformational and inspirational, however for 
people and businesses alike, there’s been a rethink of 
what truly makes them valuable. 

Now that sense of belonging and local community 
they offer is going to be more accentuated, with a less 
purely transactional aspect. 

At the same time, cost pressures mean that every 
moment needs to add value.

Major League Baseball Event
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Creating emotional 
engagement in more ways

Imagination has always created experiences that create 
those powerful emotional connections between 
people. 

This human-led principle is going to be even more 
important as we see experiences restarting across the 
world.

However, there is a definitive shift in behaviours 
towards online and e-commerce that has been 
accelerated by COVID-19 and will likely remain even 
after the crisis subsides. 

On a human and emotional level, the unique 
combination of sensory, physical immersion cannot be 
matched by purely online experiences, however we 
know that blending these two worlds will lead to 
exciting new possibilities: hybrid experiences.

Open Saudi eVisa Event: AR activation
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Immersing with confidence

Imagination will always ensure that we adhere to 
standards specified by the relevant authorities and 
other prudent measures to reduce risk. 

We also believe that a more visible, transparent and 
signposted approach to safety and hygiene will be 
required to provide confidence for guests. This will 
involve sharing best practice and allowing all guests to 
immerse into experiences with confidence.

Image from Berkeley Build Signs
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Designing experiences 
around five principles
Whilst each experience is a unique combination of 
places, spaces, communication channels and 
activities, there are new principles which are 
fundamental to how we will design and reimagine 
experiences for late 2020 and beyond.

Imagination has been at the forefront of many 
creative and innovative approaches to designing 
experiences that are smarter, more connected or 
even virtual. 

We are excited to  see brands  embrace  these 
new approaches on a mass-scale.

Image from Ford Go Faster 6



Fluid spaces: rethinking people flow. 
New recommendations will affect the length of time 
people spend in the same spaces. This requires fluid 
spaces that are organised around the role these spaces 
need to play.

This involves rethinking people flow, to optimise the time 
that guests spend in one space and rethink how spaces 
are maintained over time and what their actual role is in 
terms of work or leisure. 1

Image from a Management Conference 7



Curated journeys: creating more 
space to breathe. 
Social distancing means that we need to redesign the 
same spaces, but for fewer people. This creates more 
curated journeys for guests though a more personalised, 
in-depth experience.

Better designed spaces that have more space for people 
to interact with their favourite products and services, with 
seamless logistics throughout. 2

Image from Rolls Royce Cullinan Event



Adapting engagement: interact 
with confidence.
 Rethinking hygiene and contact are essential to elevated 
experiences. Some experiences, such as driving cars, rely 
on touch and will need enhanced hygiene procedures.

Experiences can also be designed around touchless 
engagement to ensure guests can interact with their 
favourite brands and products in new ways. This can 
involve contactless registration, voice and gesture 
controls instead of touch-screens and the integration of 
your trusted personal mobile device. 3

Image from Canon USA Events Registration



Virtually accessible: creating 
hybrid experiences.

 
Millions have engaged online through virtually accessible 
experiences, using online technology, augmented reality 
and virtual reality.

This is leading to hybrid experiences which combine 
creative storytelling with content and integrated 
technology to create new combinations of live, virtual 
customer experiences offering a sensory, interactive 
experience that is elevated beyond typical virtual events. 4

Image from Rolls Royce Content



Experience communities: 
encouraging new behaviours.
Larger gatherings are returning in certain countries, with 
social distancing and other new behaviours to observe. 
Different rules will apply in different countries and 
festivals will return in due course.

We should not micromanage the behaviour of large 
numbers of individuals at mass events, however, we can 
encourage new behaviours such as hand washing, social 
distancing and foster a shared sense of community at 
experiences so everyone can enjoy mass gatherings once 
more. 5

Image from Ford Autoshow Event
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Introducing 
Hybrid Experiences



Hybrid Experience  
Context
The current COVID-19 situation is placing significant 
restrictions on live events going forward. Many low cost 
virtual options are being used worldwide, but there is also 
growing fatigue and over exposure to basic video 
conferencing platforms.  

Imagination was ahead of its time with the I-PACE 
Concept, a world first VR reveal in 2016. Now the 
world is catching up, and there is a growing  need for 
new experience formats.

This guide  explains how we adapt our experience 
solutions to encompass virtual and content-led 
storytelling, mixing online and physical.

We call this ‘Hybrid Experiences’. 

13Confidential Image from I-PACE VR Launch Hybrid Event



Why hybrid experience?
Business needs
There are five business objectives that create the need for a 
hybrid experience, one or all may apply.

1. Travel restrictions meaning brands need to take 
people to places virtually, going further than only 
using content/film

2. Brand and sector drivers supporting a 
differentiated, PR-worthy and innovative approach

3. Accessing new audiences who are more primed for 
richer and virtual online experiences across every 
generation

4. Providing a rich experience for customers who 
usually attend physical events but cannot attend 
due to footfall limitations, travel issues, safety 
concerns etc., who feel that online content alone is a 
poor substitute

5. Sustainable experiences brands have learned 
what elements of experiences are business critical; 
and customers have refocused on quality of life, 
hybrid experiences can offer a more efficient format 
for the live experience industry
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We need to refocus digital engagement to reflect changing expectations and behaviour:

MORE CONNECTED EMOTIONAL 
ENGAGEMENT

RELEVANT, BITE 
SIZED CONTENT

PROSUMERS ZOOM FATIGUE

People spent over 50% 
more time online during 
lock-down*, and are 
more primed than ever 
to learn how to make 
the best use of 
innovative connected 
technology

VALUES OVER 
VALUABLES

The further apart we 
are, the closer we need 
to feel. Creating an 
emotional connection 
with content and with 
each other is even more 
important in a virtual 
world

People have learned to 
filter and avoid content 
they don’t need. 
People’s attention 
typically drops off after 
10-18 minutes**, so we 
need to create content 
that is relevant and to 
the point

Those who use a 
platform as consumers 
and professionals, 
‘prosumers’, have 
particularly high 
expectations that need 
to be met with every 
experience

Over exposure to basic 
video conferencing 
platforms. Only 12% 
will miss Zoom once it’s 
all over***.  We must 
provide a different, 
seamless experience for 
added interest and 
engagement

Individuals have 
changed their outlook 
on the world***, the 
environment and what 
lies ahead. Focus needs 
to be on authentic, 
value-driven 
experiences that are 
worthwhile 

*Campaign, 2020
**TED
***Wundermann Thompson, 2020
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Why hybrid experience?
Audience insights



What is a Hybrid Experience?
A Hybrid experience is about combining creative 
storytelling with integrated technology to create new 
combinations of live, virtual customer experiences. 

This enables brands  to offer a sensory, interactive experience 
that is elevated beyond typical virtual events. An innovative 
combination of online and physical touch points work 
together with a powerful narrative that runs through the whole 
experience.

Hybrid experiences are also connected. They offer an enhanced 
opportunity for rich personalisation and detailed guest analysis 
through a virtual platform and integrated technology experience. 

Their potential lifespan can range from the one-off, to an 
ongoing platform for programmes and episodic content.
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HTC Vive’s annual conference was the first major 
industry event previously held in the physical world 
to fully take place in VR.

The conference has about 2,000 attendees from 
over 55 countries, tuning in via VR headsets. 

Speakers took to the stage in their own custom VR 
avatars, and attendees could network and interact 
in a digital environment before and after the 
keynote.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=orAOe7P_Mv8

SXSW Weekly Sessions Online
B2C

A Weekly Live Virtual Event Featuring Speaker Q&As 
using their own platform. 

Interesting speakers and a ‘live moment’ builds 
interest and momentum.

Sessions available to view after the live stream, but 
Q&A only available to live audiences. 

https://www.sxsw.com/news/2020/bobby-berk-on-
the-power-of-design-sxsw-sessions-on-demand-vid
eo/

Industry first movers
Examples

HTC Vive – VR Event
Virtual VIVE Ecosystem Conference, 
B2B, Internal

Asics x Oculus Quest
Media, B2C

Asics launched their new sneaker in a VR 
experience to hundreds of journalists across 19 
different countries. The audience was sent an 
Oculus Quest VR headset and were invited to 
participate in a sneaker reveal within a VR space, 
where they were presented the new product. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qo881ywjcS8
&feature=emb_logo
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Frick Collection
B2C

The museum launched Friday evening ‘Cocktails 
with a Curator’ during lock down as a replacement 
of its free admission Friday nights. 

During the 20-minute chats, accessible via YouTube 
or the museum’s website, hosts contextualise Frick 
Collection paintings, share a cocktail recipe and 
answer viewer questions – a chatty formula that’s 
earned each instalment an average of 20,000 
viewers.

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLNVeJpU
2DHHR_0y_Zvgn3MgZQQFcFx2eI

Industry first movers
Examples

Punchdrunk and Pokemon Go are working on a 
collaboration, which will present a new way of 
merging the physical and digital worlds in a 
gamified interactive entertainment concept. 

Their first product has not yet been revealed, but it 
is believed to become either an in-home AR game 
experience, a theatre production enhanced by AR 
gaming, or a one-off outdoor event along the lines 
of Pokémon Go Fests.

Greentech Festival
B2B, B2C, Media

The three day festival is planned to take place in 
September 2020 in Berlin. 

Whilst the festival will be a live event, attendance 
will also be open to virtual audiences. 

Punchdrunk x Pokemon Go
B2C
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IRL (in real life) x URL Local interactive hubs Remote Concierge Sensory journey Immersive interactivity

A core event hosted at a 
physical hub that is 
designed to create an 
interactive broadcast 
studio for remote audiences 
to enjoy on a targeted or 
mass scale.

The audience on the outside 
are the priority, not the live 
audience

Groups gather in interactive, 
controlled ‘local hub’ 
environments located 
regionally. 

These assure human contact 
and confidentiality, 
assembling to watch a live 
experience broadcast show 
from different places.

Connecting virtually to an 
expert guide who takes you 
on a curated journey 
through a virtual or physical 
space, personalised to you

A virtual event broadcast, 
enhanced through the 
integration of physical 
sensory elements (direct 
mailed to offices/homes) 
through the live show and as 
part of the whole experience

A virtual event broadcast, 
enhanced through the 
integration of AR content, 
virtual devices, podcasts, 
gaming and other deeper 
interactive technology

The blend of physical and online content can be achieved in five key ways, with a spectrum 
ranging from high to low physical components.

Hybrid Experience Spectrum
Blending online content with physical experiences

Physical elements Content only
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1.1 Awareness 1.2 Connect 1.3 Induction 2.1 Pre-Event

Capture attention and draw awareness with 
the targeted audience. Define the core offering 
and promote presenters and event content. 
 

Connect with target audience and drive 
online registration.

Distribute induction material - digital and 
physical (where necessary) - helping attendees 
prepare for and customize their virtual 
experience. 

Maintain attention and build audience 
excitement. Pre-check attendees technical 
connectivity. Start the dialogue early to ensure 
engagement momentum. 

2.2 Event Experience 3 Post Experience

At the conclusion of the event we measure and 
respond based on individual attendee journeys 
and interest areas

Attendees connect to their customized virtual event, access exclusive information, digital materials and share immersive experiences through 
networking tools. Emphasis on variety of communication formats, multi-channel interaction methods and levels of participation to maintain 
audience engagement.

Hybrid Experience Content
A different way of design thinking

20
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The user journey of a hybrid/virtual event is similar to that of a live event, where engagement and communication 
before, during and after the experience needs to be carefully developed and planned for. 

However, the main way people engage is through their screen and we need to design them accordingly. 
We need to think like movie directors, with physical elements in support.
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‘Virtual safari’ 
(AR storytelling in a physical 

space)

Content 
(i.e. filmic, podcasts) User controlled experience News broadcast Competition

Product showcase Product / Service launch Travel destination launch Internal engagement / 
comms 

Campaigns / Experiential 
sensory advertising

Brand brief examples (B2B, B2C, Internal, Media) 

Engagement tools (single or ideally a combination of two or more)

Remote concierge GamingVirtual engagement 
(i.e. AR, VR, binaural audio)

Hybrid experiences will vary depending on the brief, objectives and  budgets. This chart provides an overview of some of the types of briefs that can be 
approached using a hybrid experience solution, and the various ‘creative building blocks’ that can be utilised opening up new creative possibilities. 

Creative building blocks
Briefs and Engagement Tools

Virtual networking ‘Sensory’ objects
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Optional Enhancements

Core elements

Creative building blocks
Example: cross-platform experience hub

Pre Launch & 
Registration Event Platform Virtual Show Media Interviews Experience Tool Post-event Comms & Analytics

VR Live Demo  Live Experience 
Tool Guide

Live Remote TouristLive Holoport
Entertainment

Full event metrics
Back-end data dashboard

Physical Invite

Confidential

Our Creative Team adapted an example for an existing project to show what these creative building blocks could look like.

This example is a hybrid experience for a tourism & travel destination.



Platform strategy
Use the right platform for the brief

Content Platform

There are various great creative options to use, including Video 
content, AR content, Green Screen content, LED Stage etc.

There are various platforms that can be used to present the content. 
For example rich, curated content could be used on existing 
platforms, we could modify existing platforms or create a bespoke 
solution.
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Whilst the content we create and the platform we use are connected, there is an important point around how we build hybrid experiences.

We do not always assume that a bespoke experience is required, we understand it’s critical to present the best value for money.

There are also different types of hybrid experience, some are one to many broadcasts (more linear) whilst others are more interactive and even group based. 

It’s critical to match the brief to the features needed, so the best platform is recommended. 

Our Technology Studio have researched over 70 different platforms and can advise best routes  at the start of any hybrid experience project.



Case studies

Live Reveal using Physical and VR - Jaguar Content-led social media - ANZAC Immersive VR and VIP Event - HSBC 
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Case Study Here
https://imagination.com/work/i-pace-concept-launch

Case Study Here
https://imagination.com/news/imagination-delivers-needed
-connection-Anzac-Day-2020

Case Study Here
https://imagination.com/work/belt-and-road-initiative

We have already created and delivered different types of Hybrid Experience over recent years, blending physical and digital elements, with a 
content-led story driving the emotional engagement.

These provide a platform to inspire brands, to imagine the possibilities.

https://imagination.com/work/i-pace-concept-launch
https://imagination.com/news/imagination-delivers-needed-connection-Anzac-Day-2020
https://imagination.com/news/imagination-delivers-needed-connection-Anzac-Day-2020
https://imagination.com/work/belt-and-road-initiative


Live case study overview 

Since COVID-19, we have seen demand shifted to Virtual and Hybrid experiences, we are working on live briefs across the world, across multiple 
sectors. 

Our studios and experts across the world are working with our clients to shape this exciting new medium. 

We believe Brands that take bold, innovative action in the new era using hybrid experiences will have a distinct advantage over those who hold back.

Automotive Telecommunications Tourism & Travel destinations 
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Energy & Industry Arts & Luxury Technology 



Production
they want to 

be entertained

26

Content
they want to be 

informed & inspired

Engagement
they want a 

value exchange

Networking
they want to create 

meaningful connections

At the core of every good experience is a story. 
Virtual experiences are no different. 

Virtual audiences have  Four Key Demands: 

Principles for successful hybrid experiences
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Typography

H160
H2 24
Subtitle 16
Body L 12
Body M 10
Body S  8
Footnotes  6

1.1 Awareness 1.2 Connect 1.3 Induction 2.1 Pre-Event

Promotion Campaign
Paid Advertising - 
Online/YouTube/Mobile/Facebook Feeds
Social Media Ads - 
Linkedin, Twitter 
Promote feature content, experiences, 
exclusive info and presenter profiles

PR
Influencer posts (Twitter/Instagram)
Define #HashTags
Company announcements

Targeted Invites
Social Direct Messaging (LinkedIn Ad 
Messages)
Email Campaign (previous attendees)
Audience segmentation

Online Presence
Website (Registration capabilities)
Event schedule
Social shannel groups (LinkedIn etc)

Capture attention and draw awareness with 
the targeted audience. Define the core offering 
and promote presenters and event content. 
 

Connect with target audience and drive 
online registration.

Registration
Social Direct Messaging (LinkedIn Ad 
Messages)
Email campaign
Social media integration
Drive traffic to website / host platform

Distribute induction material - digital and 
physical (where necessary) - helping attendees 
prepare for and customize their virtual 
experience. 

Event Pack
User profile creation
QR coded linked content
App download
Agenda and timetable
Event technology (e.g. Google Cardboard)

Event App & Tools
Event Personalisation Tools 
 (Filter events based on personal preferences/interests)

Calendar and Scheduling Tools (ICal and Google 
Calendar integration)

Subscribing to events of interest
Set-up notifications
Co Lab / Pre-event discussion forums
Social channel tools (Share and comment)

Event support

Maintain attention and build audience 
excitement. Pre-check attendees technical 
connectivity. Start the dialogue early to ensure 
engagement momentum. 

Notify/ Digital Alerts 

Tease & Promote 
Feature Content 

Prepare Connection
/ Software
Users log on and validate their technology 
and connectivity to the virtual event

Start the Conversation
Conversation Tools:
Discussion and networking starts pre-event 
to drive agenda of specific elements 

27

Hybrid Experiences - Detailed Journey Map
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Typography

H160
H2 24
Subtitle 16
Body L 12
Body M 10
Body S  8
Footnotes  6

Tune In (Live Stream)
Enhanced webcasting and presentations, 
with feedback tools (e.g. chat, polling, 
Q&A). 
Holoportation and virtual studios to bring 
more presenters together

Engage
Experiential connected devices 
(e.g. Google Cardboard)

Virtual Exploration & Immersive 
Experiences (3D worlds and visualization) 

Second screen participation
(Chat, presentation tracks, search, surveys)

Collaborate
Holoportation
Shared spaces for virtual breakout 
sessions, meetings and focussed 
conversations

Live Play
Group multiplayer gamification. 
Group and individual focussed activities to 
facilitate engagement. Trivia & puzzles.
Can be integrated into live stream content

Entertainment
Format of presentations to utilize new 
interface technologies (visual and audio).
Consider music and filmmaking to increase 
entertainment quality of content.

Network and Share
Utilize social tools to connect to 
professional networks and share learnings 
and content. 

Resources
Provide online repository of related 
resources and digital assets, distributed in 
real-time

Collect
Digital mementos, further discussions 
and redeemable tokens

Follow Up
Personalized follow up (digital comms) 
based on the unique event experience for 
each attendee

Measure
Analytics, insights, 
client CRM integration, social media value

Extension
Continual content updates online to 
drive conversation and extend reach 

2.2 Event Experience 3 Post Experience
At the conclusion of the event we measure and 
respond based on individual attendee journeys 
and interest areas
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Attendees connect to their customized virtual event, access exclusive information, digital materials and share immersive experiences through 
networking tools. Emphasis on variety of communication formats, multi-channel interaction methods and levels of participation to maintain 
audience engagement.

Hybrid Experiences - Detailed Journey Map
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If you are interested in leading your brand back into 
the world of experiences, we would love to help.

We have produced a blueprint to help clients navigate the new 
marketing world. Five operational pillars are outlined in detail on 
exactly how your brand can make a safe, successful return to live 
events:

● People
● Health
● Design
● Distance
● Monitoring

Would you like a free 30 minute session with one of our 
consultants who will discuss the blueprint tailored to your 
needs?

Email us now to book your ‘Experiences Reimagined’ 
session with Simon Beddoe, our Head of Business 
Development: simon.beddoe@imagination.com

mailto:simon.beddoe@imagination.com

